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leading edge
The decision for the lead article was a no brainer. Col Jones’ squadron of multi engine WW11
bombers is a most interesting story. It resonates
with so many who started in the hobby as a kid,
discovered girls, started work, left the hobby
only to return later in life. Col started out with
an Aeroflyte Cirrus free flighter. With supportive
wife Janice and ever watchful eye at the field
from Agent K9 Kenny he now builds and flies
sophisticated RC scale models. How good is
that? Guess what brand Cols’ first radio set was?
Anyone who has flown a current generation
two metre F3a design will know how easy they
are. Damien Mould’s Futaba Big Skyleaf further
highlights the benefits of shifting to larger models. The best quality balsa ply film ARFs I’ve
seen were Aeroworks and this model is right up
there. His Skyleaf was the last model I flew just
before the first Vic lockdown. Earlier that day
we flew to Latrobe Airport in Damo’s Eurofox
to see the subject of his next build, a half scale
Christen Eagle. We ran out of time so there will
be more on the Big Sky Leaf next issue.
The C152 instrument panel represents one of
John Armarego’s passions. Like many modellers
he is also into man versus manufactured machinery. Planes, cars, motorbikes, another common interest amongst many is music. I know a
number of aeromodellers who enjoy building
guitars. The absolutely gorgeous DH89, another
Mark Collins project gets closer to comple-

tion. Not ambitious for this scale master, whose
flying museum pieces can only inspire. Before
going to press I was given a tip about companies from one country purchasing plantations to
dominate the wind turbine blade market. A 40%
increase in balsa prices looms. Mark was already on to a viable alternative to balsa. Another
project inching towards completion is Grahame
Goodson’s 1-4 scale Bleriot. On the other hand
Paul Hewitson’s rebuild took to the air. A 275
kph Spitfire? I want one.
Hunkered down as respective governments
deal with this global pandemic, having a hobby
to keep occupied got me into build mode again.
Building from scratch or from a kit was “traditional modelling” when I got started in 1971.
Traditional construction from my era was balsa
sides, thin ply doubler and triangle stock in the
corners. My first Covid 19 self isolation project
was a scratch built fuselage. Code named Gliderslag this was a total recycling effort putting
sixteen servos to use. But it didn’t stop there.
Never having built a scale model mine has taken

Cover Pic: Col Jones Bombers (p4)
one feature from a number of designs. Now to
find a scale judge willing to critique it. After that
it’s a 20cc Spacewalker ARF. My first big ARF
in a long time that is not overpowered. Building
from scratch or a kit has one attribute something
that ARF-RTF modellers can only dream about.
Stealth. Large cartons do not lend themselves
easily to smuggling. Very happy with my foamie
Twin Otter purchase too. Yes the art of building
and radio control flying, albeit balsa, fibreglass,
foam, plastic, cardboard or 3D printed or cheque
book modelling; it’s all good fun. Thanks for
purchasing my magazine. Hope you enjoy the
advertising free read. SJG.
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Qld Bomber command by Col jones

My love for model aircraft started when
I was twelve years old. I joined a church
group called Boys Brigade which had a
craft segment as part of the night program.
It was during this craft segment I made my
first chuck gliders from a sheet of balsa..
One of the leaders had a passion for model
aeroplanes, and you could say this is where
my interest began.
As I got older and continued attending the
group the craft projects progressed into
Aero-Flyte Cirrus glider kits. We would fly
them in a local housing estate with a string
attached and tow them around ten metres
(yards) high then release and let them fly.
Free flight was possible as they had a rudder
fixed to an angle so they could fly in circles.
There were around eight of these gliders.
After they had all flown and got damaged
I was the designated “Chief Fixer” I loved
fixing the gliders. Some would require minor repairs, others sustained major damage
which would require me to re-assemble and
re-cover using tissue paper and dope.
When I was older I started to help younger
boys learn how to build these kits and fly
but my interest progressed to control line
planes. As my interest advanced I found a
magazine called Aeromodeller. It always
came with a plan and I built six different
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My first RC set 27
MHz
Aeroflyte Hustler Mk 1 my first RC modapprenticeship. That radio is still in a cabinet at home. My first RC was a three channel Aero-Flyte Hustler. Back in those days
Christmas present from Grandma my first engine was a
you met a person at the club who checked
second hand 1.5cc OS Pet for $20
over your plane. They would fly it, trim it
and give you the transmitter and stood beplanes from Aeromodeller. One of these was ber the exact years when this happended
side you. Get into trouble you pass over the
the Minilord monoplane. The engine was
but it was during my teenage years in the
TX to save the plane. When it came to take
purchased second hand for twenty dollars.
1970s. and didn’t know any other person
off he would stand beside then leave to talk
The money was a Christmas present from
who had the same interest other than the
to his mates. Yell if you got in trouble and
Grandma. The engine was a 1.5cc OS Pet;
Boys Brigade leader who encourage my
plane bought by my parents was the Aeropassion. Flying the planes always gave me a he would rescue. I lost two planes.
Flyte Mustang trainer.
thrill; I used to con my older brother to take
Long story short I got out of flying for ten
me to a field and help.
years while I was building my plumbing
During my school years I was lucky enough
to have a hobby shop at the top of the hill
I remember when the opportunity to get into business. Once it was in a good place I
started flying again. I came back to Tinat Chandon’s Corner, right near my bus
radio happened. A friend going to Japan
stop. Each week my pocket money for jobs asked if I was interested in him bringing me galpa Aero Club. Which was in a new location, new training rules and procedures.
around the house was spent on glue, balsa
back a Futaba 4 channel set complete with
I went through the process getting my
dope, paint and fuel tanks, really any mate- servos. The offer was too good to refuse. I
Bronze and Gold Wings. I continued to
rial needed to make planes. I don’t remem- has some money saved from my plumbing
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The thrill that a successful test flight brings
buy many ARF warbirds but started to to get sick of the bad quality and strength, particularly around retracts. The structure always
seemed to fail.

Wing panels in back, mascot in left hand seat

I applied what I learnt in my business to aeroplanes. I wanted to
find a specific area of interest that no one else specialised in and
be the best at it. This is where I started my multi engine career..
My first was a scratch built Lancaster. Two metre span powered
by four OS 52 fourstrokes with fixed undercarriage. I made a lot
of mistakes as she was very heavy; however, after a few fixes we
flew her. It was a very special day and I still have a video of the
flight. ASM distributed by Model Engines bought out a series of
four multis, the first was a C130 Hercules. Which I flew for four
years on electric. It was a great plane to fly but I crashed three of
them. My next plane was a B-17 Flying Fortress followed by a
Lancaster, each with a three metre wingspan. All electric powered
as the fuselage was made out of white ABS plastic with carbon
rod longerons. These were no good for nitro fuel as it became brittle. I discovered this as I went to nitro on the third C130.

Penny supervises in accordance with MAAA MOP 063
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Full throttle tail up on the next mission
I crashed two Lancasters and have two still build try to improve the finish. I use materials I know give a good result. No fibreflying which are four years old. One B-17
glass as I’ve never been taught how to use
went in. The other is five years old. The
retract systems were poorly made and very it. I only paint with a brush using dope on
to Coverall or Oratex. Both are strong and
unreliable. I have since installed E Flite
electrics which work well. One of the prob- easy to use.
lems that kept occuring with ARFs were
When it comes to retracts I’ve tried a
built for perfect landings and no mishaps
number of brands. All have their faults and
so I started to scratch build to add strength
for the occasional hard landing. I Googled a number of failures. The best has been
Custom Retracts in Sydney who will make
Lancaster scratch build plans and came up
with laser cut kits for Lancaster, B-17, Hali- and adjust to order.
fax bombers
I have built two more Lancasters , three
My first Lancaster took fourteen months to B-17s, one Halifax, a B29, scratched a
build adding extra strength where I thought B-24 Liberator and B25 Mitchell. I was
never able to bring a twin in on one engine
necessary. My interest is “Eighty Percent
Scale” I never get carried away with pilots, whereas as with four I’ve never lost two on
cockpits and weathering but with each new the same side. Touch wood I’ve been able

Up up and away

Flyby for the PR guy
to fly and land on three. With wheels, from
my experience if only one comes down it is
best to land gear up and cut all engines/motors just before touchdown. Very little damage occurs. Landing on one often results in
damage when the wing tip makes contact
and spins the plane around. On a Lancaster
the bottom of the rudder breaks off.
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and switch harnesses. Each plane has two
RC battery packs and switch with failsafe
switching. Date of purchase also recorded.
Locking clip on plugs and sockets doubled
up with tape. Especially on piston planes
with higher vibration levels

B-29 or Lancaster, mulling over which one to fly next
been amazed by the things found such as a
The best part of a scratch built is the unbolt missing from engine mount, servo not
expected on the maiden flight. A number
working properly, cracked rudder and wing
of problems such as slight warp and not
-tail joints slightly loose. This has saved me
enough aileron trim. Holding elevator and
rudder in position to bring it back in, recti- a number of times. I’d hate to appear on the
fy to fly again is another. I’ve had success news how a Lancaster Bomber crashed on
with other small problems but never give up the major highway adjacent to the field.
flying to bring it back home. To eliminate
problems and crashes I log every flight and Every three years when re-certification is
required I replace the receiver batteries
do a thorough pre-flight each time. I have
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Flying model planes has been a hobby for
most of my life. The major thing I love
about my hobby is the social aspect talking
to others with the same interests. It’s wonderful to learn from a mate to better your
craft. We enjoy a level of encouragement
with all new builds and flying. I’m a member of Tingalpa Model Aero Club Club . I
don’t get involved with running of the club
but help out with plumbing work to upkeep
facilities. I recently joined Loganholme
Model Aero Club and enjoy flying there
as well flying mid-week when clubs aren’t
as busy. I’m glad an interest enjoyed as a
young boy followed through. It has kept me
active in the community right through to
retirement.
(Such a great article Col. On so many levels
your efforts epitomise what aeromodelling
is all about. ED)

Click back to page 2

EMHW ChrIstEN EaglE by damien MOULD

My interest in the Christen Eagle started
many years ago in the 90’s, In those days
scale aerobatics in Victoria was very active
and several comps were held each year.
Most of the models were built up from
kits or partial kits and the largest had 60-

80cc engines in them, times have certainly
changed.
The model that I competed with was a 40
size Pilot EZ Christen Eagle powered by
an OS70 Four stroke. I ended up winning

the freestyle (to music) part of the competition in the state champs at Geelong, I
think mainly because the judges were on
the edge of their seat fearing I would crash,
on what was a very low level routine. I

sold that model and in 2005 I bought the
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Damien is a commercial helicopter pilot currently flying the
Airbus H175
1/3 Scale Great planes ARF
we are currently getting checked
Christen and flew that for a
out on.
couple of years before selling
it also. I recently did an extenNow, on to the kit : I love
sive refurbishment on the same large models and have several
model for a mate and installed
in the 40% range and I really
a DLE 60cc flat twin, which
was looking for a nice buildis a fantastic combo for the
ing project as it had been many
model. I never really imagined years since I had built a timber
that I would own a full size
model, my last being the 1/3
Christen but the opportunity
Great planes extra 330L. The
presented itself late last year
EMHW 50% Christen ticked all
the boxes and so It was ordered
Big cartons packed and ready to be shipped down under from and along with a mate I have a
50%
share
in
the
aircraft
which
and delivered in a very short
www.aeroscale.shop
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Excellent wood choice throughout

Router bit to trial shape control surface
leading edges

Long steel tube with end caps to soak wing
stab and fin tip wood prior to bending

Two elevators held down with scuba belt weights
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Leading edges are two pieces of balsa that sandwich a thin
ply centre

12
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Hinging the elevators was tricky

Lower wing components laid out

Deciding the best way to jig it, assembled before glue - parts fit excellent
time, initially it was a little daunting as
the instructions have been translated
from German and are a little difficult to
comprehend in some areas. The plans however are excellent and very accurate, I was
surprised by how quickly both the stabs and
vertical fin went together.
The only change I made was the hingeing,
the supplied Kavan hinges are excellent
but would require an enormous amount of
work to fit as they were tab hinges. I used
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Damien with his two Savage Cruisers. The Seagull version
reviewed in Oct 2014 RCM News #127

First time I’ve done this. Very happy with the result
the large Robart pin hinges along with the Robart hinge-drilling
guide; this makes the job a lot easier and is very accurate. The
small pin was removed and all the hinges are aligned with a
common wire that is easily removed for assembly.
(Work commitments and completing type certification on the
full size Damien plans to have the lower wings completed next
issue. ED)

14
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Now flying the Shock Cub. Guess which company makes the
model? Will check Damo’s availability to review one
Click back to page 2

like a surf board and this will detract from
the overall look of the model. (That would
be a Malibu surfboard. ED)
As I build each section of the aircraft, I
search the Internet for scale reference material that will provide a range of detail to
assist me in replicating the full size aircraft
features. I store this reference information
so that I can continue to refer to it and add
to it as I build the model. On this Cessna
152, the instrument panel provides a good
opportunity to add additional detail that will
help characterise the aircraft. This will also
draw any potentially interested observer
by Joe NAAS
into having a really good look at the aircraft
When adding scale detail I am always
I am currently building a Model Design
and they will hopefully enjoy the experimindful of some of my own golden rules:
Cessna 152. (1990s Aussie Glass and foam ence. If this in anyway inspires one new,
kit no longer available. ED) This airkeen modeller to our hobby, then it would
1) The scale detail must not compromise the
craft has a wingspan of around 3.6 metres
be well worth the effort. The passion for
(11’8”). A model this size calls out for scale what we do with respect to aeromodelling
structural integrity of the aircraft.
detail. As an example, a 3.6 metre wing (if
2) The scale detail must not significantly add to
should always be clearly evident to anyone
void
of
any
surface
scale
texture
will
look
that takes the time to look.
the weight of the aircraft.

SCALE MATTERS
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Step 1

Blank Instrument Panel

I used the detailed picture of the full-size
Cessna 152 instrument panel as the reference for the scale instrument panel for this
model. I often use the PC application Corel
Draw to do help me make the blank instrument panel. It is best to use whatever you
may have access to or are familiar with, the
steps will be very similar and are as follows:

a) Open a new Corel Draw drawing and

Draw a rectangle in Corel Draw that represents the overall dimensions of the available
space in the model for the instrument panel.

b) Use the Import function to load the image file type of the real aircraft instrument
panel that you had previously collected.

c) Resize the real aircraft image until it fits
within the boundaries of the rectangle that
had been previously drawing.

d) Using the drawing tools within CorelPlane Spotter by Optic Nerve
Model Design SU26
Sebart Machhi
Gee Bee Y
Two Sopwiths and a Fokker

Draw you can place circles and rectangles
in the positions over the backdrop of the
real aircraft instrument panel and adjust
them so that their size matches the size required for the scale instrument cutout.

e) Once you have done this step you can

Only a volunteer firefighter would have the guts to park a Triumph TR7 near LiPos then delete the real aircraft image leaving

16
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c) Place each circle over the individual
bitmap or image of each instrument face
and then resize the bitmap or image of the
instrument face to match the size of the
yellow circle. The instrument faces will
now be the correct size for your scale dash.
d) You can spend as long as you like with
Example of the detail reference imagery
the standard Corel DRAW tools to sharpen
that can be found on the World Wide Web.
edit or modify each instrument face to your
This image was cut from a You Tube video
requirements and personal taste. The more
clip using the Snipping tool
time you spend editing the images the betTrial fit of the blank panel in the Cessna
the required instrument faces. Again I use
ter you will get at making sharp instrument
Adjust as required
Corel DRAW for this step.
faces. These instrument faces become a
only the cut out details required for your
library which can also be resized for any
scale blank instrument panel.
a) Open a new Corel Draw drawing and use other instrument panel that you may like to
f) This file becomes the template which
the import function to load in the image file make in the future.
you can either printout to 1:1 scale and use type of the required instrument faces that
to cut out manually your blank instrument
you had previously searched for and found
e) After editing the instrument faces you
panel or use this Corel Draw file to control on the internet and saved. Arrange them in
can select each of the instrument faces and
a laser cutter to manufacture the blank inany order, the position is not critical.
group all the editing you have made so that
strument panel. The blank instrument panel
the instrument face can then be scale as
can be make from Perspex, balsa or plyb) Using the circle tool in Corel Draw,
one piece. If the instrument faces need to
wood depending on the application.
place circles down and adjust their size for
be edited again just select each one and ungroup the selection. One of the things I do
g) Once you are happy with fit of the blank the required diameter for each instrument
face. You can place as many circles down as in this step depending on the scale/ size of
instrument panel you can move onto the
you need, their position on the sheet is not
the instrument panel is to edit out the neenext step.
critical. I usually colour the circles bright
dles from my instrument face. This makes
yellow as this will highlight and mark the
the instrument face look much better when
Step 2
cut line for my scissor when I finally cut out adding the active instrument needle as deInstrument Face Artwork
scribed below in subsequent steps.
The next step is to generate the art work for my mastered dash sheet.

RCM News desk top edition #158 July 2020
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Step 3

Designing and 3D printing the Instrument Body

Individual bitmap or image of the C152 tachometer. Image on
the right has the needle edited out and you may be able to just
see the yellow circle used as the cutting guide. Notice I have
marked with a yellow dot the centre of the needle pivot, this
can help with later steps

Using a Computer Aided Design Package (CAD) I then draw up the design of
the instrument body which will then be 3D
printed to form the main instrument body
Front view of the
housing. This part can be draw to the scale
CAD instrument
required for your current project, say 1/3
body design
scale, and then saved as an STL file. If you
require a different size instrument body for
another project this can be easily scaled
accordingly using your 3D printer driver
software. For example: Half the size would
be 1/6 scale.

Back view

This is how the
finished instrument face artwork
looks when ready
for printing and
cutting out

Transparent view
of the CAD instrument body design
to help visualise the
design

a) The design of the Instrument body is
straightforward and contains the following
elements:
* The instrument body needs to be the correct diameter to fit nicely into the holes
what were previously cut into the blank
instrument panel.
* The instrument body needs a front bezel
that replicates the bezel in the original instrument.
* The front bezel needs a recessed lip to
hold the clear instrument window for the
front dial.
* The instrument body needs sufficient
depth to allow for the inserting of the print-

RCM News desk top edition #158 July 2020
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Step 4

Adding Instrument artwork to the
body

a) The instrument artwork previously generated in step 2: is printed and each instrument face is cut out using fine scissors.
These instrument faces are then glued inside
the instrument bodies. I use white wood
glue for this step as it dries clear.
White ABS instrument bodies with their
bezels painted black to enable the light
to shine through when back lighting the
panel
ed instrument face to look natural and sufficient depth for the needle movement if this
is to be added.
* The instrument body needs to have a centre shaft to enable the inserting of the bearing bush for the needle movement.

Front and rear view of the 3D printed instrument body with support structure removed
ies so you don’t have to paint front of the
Bezel. If am going to back light the instruments I will use white ABS to allow the
light to shine through the instrument body
from behind. In this case the front bezel will
have to be painted black.

			

Step 5

Active needle movement

(This step can be omitted if you are not going to make the instrument needles move).
a) The centre shaft hole can be drilled out to
allow for the inserting of the bearing bush
for the needle movement. The bearing bush
is simply a miniature dolls house eyelet see
https://www.eyeletoutlet.com

b) Once you are happy with the layout, the
design can be saved and exported as an STL
file that will be compatible with the 3D
printer process.
The STL blank instrument design can then
Instrument body with the Front and rear view with fuse wire installed to form the
be fabricated on the 3D printer. I print the
instrument body with front face facing up. I bearing bush inserted for needle and pendulum movement. Note before this stage
print the instrument body using ABS. Black the active needle move- the instrument face artwork should be glued in but it is
ment
omitted hear for visual clarity
ABS can be used for black instrument bod-
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Clear face after laser cutting with the protective
plastic still attached

Clear face inserted into instrument body, artwork not installed
just for clarity
Eyelet outlet have some really interest stuff, to the fuse wire to replicate an instrument
don’t show the better half. (One hobby per
movement like artificial horizon or level
household may be too much.Ed)
indicator. If done carefully these scale dib) The instrument needles are made from
als will simulate the movement of the real
bent fuse wire that is passed through the
instrument.
bearing bush to the front to form the needle
			
Step 6
arm and bent at the back with a small loop
Adding the clear face
to which a blob of solder is added to act as
the mass of the pendulum. The angle of the a) I fabricate the instrument clear faces usneedle with respect to the pendulum can be ing thin clear Perspex and I usually laser
cut them as I can make them all at once usadjusted so that the needle arm rests in the
ing previously generated CoreDRAW files
required position for each instrument.
to control the laser printer. It is just as easy
to do them manually by cutting then out of
c) I either glue to the fuse wire needle arm
a needle carved from ABS plastic or paper clear shirt box type clear plastic using fine
scissors.
to replicate the original instrument needle
or glue a previously cut out instrument face

20
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b) The instrument clear faces are then glued
into the instrument body using canopy glue,
white wood glue will also work.
			

Step 7

Adding additional details

a) Items like warning or information labels
can be drawn up using a range of computer
tools (Word, CoreDraw etc ) and printed
and glue to the instrument panel to add additional detail.
b) Switches and knobs can be designed
using CAD and then printed or fabricated
manually to add additional detail to the
instrument panel.
c) Also note that I printed the original instrument panel detail image to scale and

LED back lighting

More gauges using these documented methods

Close up of two gauges
with active movements.
Both have part of the centre
of the instrument face glued
to the needle mechanism
so that the printed image
rotates as the instrument
panel moves

glued part of it to the scale panel to provide
additional back drop detail. PAPER TOLE
ART technique (Google it) could also be
used to add scale detail. This needs to be
investigated further.

Nearly completed Cessna 152 instrument panel with additional 3D designed
and printed parts such as switches and
knobs
e) I have also designed and fabricated the
d) With this instrument panel for my Cessna control yokes,
152 I added back lighting to provide anI am currently looking at mechanising the
other level of detail. If there is any interest
in how to do this I can provide more details control Yokes so they will move with the
primary controls
if required.
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My 1/3 Scale Sopwith Pup with moving needles

CAD drawing, 3D printed control Yoke handle and un-painted
control Yoke
I hope you find this article interesting and
useful. If you have specific questions about
any of the Scale Matters articles you can
email me aeromodeller@outlook.com and
I will do my best to answer any questions
or point you in the right direction. You may
also find some interesting “build information” at https://www.tapatalk.com/groups/
nitrodude/index.php
Or https://www.instructables.com/howto/
sopwith+pup/
The web site for The Scale Aviators can be
found at www.thescaleaviators.org.au
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/Thescaleaviators/

Excellent restoration project by Mildura modeller Michael Timms

22
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Until next time, happy building, stay safe
and well. JN.
Click back to page 2

paulo severin Bleriot by grahame goodson

Whilst I enjoy building from kits very much
indeed, I have never had the desire, nor I
presume, the ability to be a true “scratch
builder”. As a kid, I did a lot of control line
models from plans, which is the closest I
ever got to it. Fast forward to more recent
times......ARF’s, foamies etc. NOT very
challenging. I became fascinated by Proctor
museum scale kits from the USA. They are
truly outstanding builders kits. My first purchase was their magnificent 1/4 scale DVa
Albatros.
I was completely overwhelmed by the complexity of this kit, so I took a step back and
purchased the much simpler, or so I thought,
1/5 scale Nieuport 11. Well it definitely was
more straightforward than the Albatros,
whilst incorporating all of the Proctor building techniques which are consistent throughout the range. Other kits in the museum
quality range include the Nieuport 28, the

Spoked wheels and lovely colour plans

Heap of nuts and bolts
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All flying fin (Completely overpowered by
Futaba 9156 servo on 6 volts. ED)

Stained the ribs

Fokker DVII, E111 Eindecker and the Curtis
JN-4 Jenny. They also do a range of WW I
kits, the VQ line which are much simpler
and somewhat akin the the Balsa USA range
of kits.
After trying my hand at the MQ range, I
came across another kit builder from Italy.
Paolo Severin. Paolo has an extensive range
of kits, from the 1909 Bleriot, J3 Cub, Piper
Grasshopper, DH-82 Tiger Moth, Bucker
Jungmeister, Feisler Storch and many others. He has taken scale modelling to a totally new level, and his kits are nothing short
of works of art. I started out with his 1/4
Scale J3 Cub. A magnificent kit, the fuse-

Quite a bit of work in the wing tips
lage, empennage and undercarriage were
completely fabricated from stainless steel
tube, ready to cover! However, I actually
had to build the wings, complete with scale
Frise ailerons. And it flew , well, just like a
Cub!

Next was the 1/4 scale Bleriot. I was in for
quite a shock when I collected the kit from
customs. The Cub arrived in a box that
resembled a small coffin. What I collected
was a rather small carton, and one very long
cardboard mailing tube. Now how in the
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Get a good tube spanner

Initial frame up - Severin Super Cub in background

Genuine Futaba servo grunt
required

Power for radio and ignition

Saito 100R3 with 1.5 litres of fuel on board - sufficient to fly
across Port Phillip Bay from a speed boat

Comfy seat? Crossing the
English Channel was long
haul in 1909
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tion is heavily undercambered. The bottom rib
stitching was then covered with a torn strip
of Solartex, as was the entire outline of the
wings. The covering over the top ribs was reinforced with small half round dowels which
were glued and nailed to the rib. The tailfeathers were done in a similar manner.

Ready for final rigging - again
hell could this be a model that was roughly the riage, which somehow reminds me of a pisize of the J3 be in such a weeny box?
ano, was completely pre fabricated, complete
Turns out it was all there! The tube contained with scale suspension and slightly castering
the six feet long pre shaped and bent wooden wheels.
fuselage stringers, whilst the weeny box
contained all of the remainder of the kit and
Every stainless steel fitting, and there were
plans! Absolutely amazing.
hundreds of them, was fabricated and bent to
shape, and they all fitted together with little
The fuselage was constructed in a fully scale
or no fiddling. As I said, this kit was a work
manner, in that only a few pieces at the front
of art. The wings and empennage were of a
end were actually glued. From the cockpit
standard construction, and all of the covering
area aft, the stringers and cross pieces were
was Solartex antique. The fabric was stitched
connected by U Bolts and nuts, and braced
to the bottom of the ribs prior to covering the
with solid stainless steel wire. The undercartop surface. This was because the wing sec-
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The aileron and elevator servos activate the
control column, and cables from the column,
or “cloche” as it was called, then operate the
respective surfaces. The rudder is pull-pull
controlled directly from the servo. On board
are two PowerBox LiPo batteries, one for the
receiver and servos, and one for the engine
ignition. These batteries have a self contained
charger, and are designed to be charged in
situ in the aircraft. Other electronic gadgets
include a magnetic on-off switch an electronic
ignition kill switch, operated from the transmitter, and a PowerBox voltage regulator to
drop the servo power to six volts. Would love
to see this thing fly one day.
(The original plan was to fly this model across
Port Phillip Bay from a speed boat to promote
Sandown F1 Air Race 2015. Thanks to Russ
Keep repairing my dodgy job re-soldering the
fuel tank, that day now looms nearer. Alas his
workshop doesn’t cater for social distancing
by one old codger and two young blokes. ED).
Click back to page 2

another masterpiece

by mark collins
RCM News desk top edition #158 July 2020
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DH 89 Dragon Rapide
28
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Used for traffic reports in England long before helicopters took on the role
with the correct choice of prop the lazy exIt’s been almost a year since my last visit.
haust note from a two stroke petrol engine
At that stage all the major components,
can be a good match for older pre WW11
wings tail, fuselage and engine nacelles
were completed and the model could be put style aeroplanes.
together. This time the WOW factor became
The OS muffler does a great job so rather
immediately apparent. Aided for sure by a
than fit those cigarette packet size mufflers
very distinctive colour scheme. Built for
flying rather than outright competition there supplied with some engines, the standard
is only one real deviation from scale. Which inverted style muffler on each OS GT 33
protrudes slightly from each nacelle.
was due to the choice of engine. Coupled

Yards and yards of rib stitching tape

Points of interest

Windows were one aspect that captured my
imagination. So many to make. Side ones
looked fairly simple but even they presented
a challenge, but that cockpit. Somewhat intricate what? Blanks for each side window
were cut then the shape traced onto the perspex. Standard stuff but getting the yellow
trim around the edges took some nutting
out. As luck would have it the colour match
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Window blanks cut from 2mm perspex
Covered in film the centre then cut out
was spot on. A visit to the paint shop Mark
was told the colour was in fact name ‘Automobile Association Yellow”. Never sold
in Australia but the formula was available.
How good was that?
Last external
detail for windscreens will be a
fair number of tiny
screws. Cockpit
assembly is removable. Hidden
from view are Bus
RX and twin Li-Po

30
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Mark has a fully equipped workshop and
one item really caught my imagination.
How did he make the semi circular cross
section battons that run almost the entire
length of the fuselage? The fence on the
bandsaw was set to run dowel in half.
Sounds simple but have you ever tried cutting hardwood dowel? Just take your time
was the answer.

True to scale bi-plane and ease of assembly are often mutually
exclusive. Mark’s clever interplane strut offset bracket solved
that problem. Just a few screws to remove entire upper and
lower wing panels

Two set screws do the job at the wing root. Supported by a
pair of 10mm wing tubes

The heart of a twin. Lazy exhaust note produced by single
cylinder petrol engines should be a good match
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Alternative to balsa

Scale aileron horn

Paulownia wood

The total cost of balsawood to build a large
model starts getting up there. Weight on
large models becomes less critical too.
Which opens up a few choice than sticking with traditional balsa - ply. The wood
sample on the previous page is Paulownia.
Mark has sampled a few sheets. Light, finegrained, and more resistant to warping due
to moisture is another advantage but lower
cost is the big one. It is the material of
choice for large window shutters on tropical
plantations.
Being allowed into the exclusive world of
scale masters and their creations is a privi-
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Internal flap linkage

Makes the job of assembly
and disassembly easy

lege of this job. In keeping with tradition
and the scale builders code Mark even
made the carbon wing joiner dowels to
resemble chrome moly tube. Plus a left
hand crankshaft.
Surely this modeller has to be a contender for one of those very rare Gentleman’s
Aerial Carriage T shirts. Indeed so rare
I’vr never seen one. (November Foxtrot
should send him one. Make’s Rapide, it’s
is a beautiful thing. ED).
Click back to page 2
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flying the classics
Recently I became interested in flying Classic Pattern again. Later I was completely
blown away flying a Big Skyleaf but this
column is not about flying the manoeuvres
with F3a designs. New or old. Almost anything is capable of aerobatics. If you intend
showing off your WW1, WW11 or turbine
warbird, Red Bull aero, Piper Cub or replicating Bob Hoover’s Shrike Commander
routine there’s a lot that can be learnt flying some of those older manoeuvres. Even
though most model structures can be subjected to negative G in a square loop with
half rolls, a very pretty manoeuvre, I’m
guessing the majority of scale modellers
would consider flying inside manoeuvres.

with stephen green

more rudder is applied, particularly inverted. Not crashing ugly, scoring points
ugly. Even in a simple manoeuvre like the
Top Hat. Maintaining a straight and level
During the past two years I began flying
exit from the quarter loop to inverted across
my 20cc Seagull Texan and 60cc Seagull
the top is quite difficult. Model now retired
Cassutt through the late 1970s and early
from the F1 Racing scene, it has been re80s F3a schedules. Both models are set up
jigged as a glider tug so I intend having
for Large Scale Air Racing. Both exhibit a
another go with a 21x12 aerobatic prop. Nevstrong nose down pitch with rudder. Both
ertheless if I don’t make them too big I can
have what is essentially a flat bottom aerofoil. Better for tight racing than symmetrical pull off a reasonable Top Hat and a Square
Loop with Half Rolls. Slow, Point and Reaerofoils used in competitive aerobatics.
verse Point Rolls are quite easy.
The Cassutt rolls well but with the fifteen
inch pitch racing prop it bleeds energy
With the Texan I can reliably complete the
quickly if the loops are too big. Through
1972 schedule although I did take a bit of
judges’ eyes it gets ugly pretty quickly as
It’s not the done thing with a Spitfire. Or is
it?

Little Cat Racing AT-6 Midwest balsa kit Fibreglass fuselage balsa wing painted Balsa film covered Seagull ARF Texan
ARF CM Pro Texan - 7.0kg (15lb)
painted - 8.67 kg (19lb)
6.35 kg (14lb)
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a breath before pushing it over into the last
half of a Double Immlemann the first time.
It was actually much better than I thought it
could ever be. Who’d have thought a flat bottom wing could do that so easily. Low wing
loading is the answer. It is quite a bit lighter
than my CM Pro and Midwest versions. The
Seagull wing is much stronger than the CM
Pro offering as well.
Naturally F3a designs are best because flight
deficiencies are constantly being dialled out.
F3a design has always been about subtle
improvements. Switching from one current
design to another doesn’t necessarily result in
improved scores, although industry benefits.
I’ve flown Dad’s Vanquish and before that his
Beryl. Which is out of date by top end standards yet both fantastic aeroplanes to fly all
the same. A fact born out by sport modellers
wanting something groovy. Back the 1980s
we sold more MK Curare, Atlas and Blue Angle kits for sport flying than competition.
A consequence of advances in equipment for
gliding, scale, scale aerobatic, aerobatic, racing and scale racing Special Interest Groups
(SIGs) is attracting new participants into
competition. Perception of just what is needed
to get started can be tricky. Some disciplines
do a much better job than others convincing
newbies they don’t need the latest and great-

The Top Hat is a pretty
simple inside manoeuvre
(Graphic courtesy MAP
Yearbook)

18 SZ - R7008SB with Orbit power jack with 1 x 7.4
LiPo, no regulator, mounted on Custom 3D printed
RX and Aerial mount. BLS175SV servos
est. Enticing someone to enter Sportsman
Aerobatics with a .46 Phoenix Scanner, that
person would inevitably wonder how he or
she would be treated. Not only by the judges
but by competitors. Our air racing scene is
very conscious of that. Putting all that into
the mix I was given the opportunity to fly a
most amazing model. The plan was to come
back another day with my SLR but that didn’t
happen. It was just before the Government
lockdown. What if a non credentialled aerobatic flier rocked up and entered Sportsman
Aerobatics with this baby?

		

Big Skyleaf

Forget competition. It’s unreal. Looking for a
plane that helps anyone look good? Well this
is the plane. Being a lot bigger than the FAI
two metre constraints is part of it. Sure, the
model was nicely setup with all the good gear
but all in all it’s a thoroughbred. A good looking one at that. It should be said that aerobatics is supposed to be about the manoeuvres
but appearance is part of the spectacle. Not
being butt ugly helps. Some of the latest F3a
offerings are shockers. Only a mother could
love some of them.
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The model is designed for the OS GT60 side
exhaust. Damien Mould chose the DL 55RA
rear with a canister muffler. The engine has a
reputation as a smooth single cylinder. Prop
is a Mezlick three blade 20x12 with Dave
Brown spinner custom cut for that prop. All
in all a quiet combination with excellent
vertical performance. The only mix is a 2%
elevator to rudder running 40% expo, 90% on
rudder. Throws were setup for F3a style flying although it is capable of the more extreme
manoeuvres conjured up by younger flyers.
Hovering should be a piece of cake but thirty
flights is not a great deal for running in a
petrol engine so bigger verticals can wait for
another day. Only niggle with the assembly,
the wheel axle size was incorrect.
Damien is a dedicated Futaba user with a
number of large sophisticated models. Turbine, turbo prop, piston and electric powered, and very experienced with twin RX and
redundancy considerations. Futaba does not
manufacturer a Bus system for high voltage
high powered applications and this model has
his proven setup using the Orbit Bus.

Dragon Fli

The opportunity in March to compete against
current F3a World Champion Tetsuo Onda in
an Australian CP event with the Dragon Fli
came to a grinding halt when I discovered the
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Found a canopy. Retouch the paint then clear it
paint used was not fuel proof. Estapol enamel now next on my list of self isolation projects,
in a spray can was always my go to choice
because, APA has scheduled a Classic Comwhen I was a kid. Good for repainting pushpetition for October. I am really looking forbikes and model planes. Not made any more. ward to trying S3072HV servos on FAASTest
Dulux is another top Ozzie brand of paint but 12CH mode to experience for myself what
its enamel offering ain’t what it used to be
difference this technology offers.
either. Model really needed a new canopy as
well. Which really put the brakes on. I trawled Nostalgia is one thing but for all the talk of
the web to find one but Phil Kraft’s Dragon
attracting young ones into the hobby the inFli seems to have been missed. It was highly
ternational rule makers have missed the mark.
likely I would have a rush job ten foot finish
Horsepower in basic trainers has doubled
anyway and never having made a canopy be- since I started flying. Having to re-engine the
fore, being better at rolls than loops my think- model with an OS 65AX won’t stop me. I can
ing was add some old fashioned showmanship possibly find a tuned pipe that suits the .65 but
and stuff as much nitro as it would take and
the readily available, simple and less expenuse telemetry to find the best prop combinasive OS 75 AX just blows old Rossi or YS
tion. Not the exact look needed but I sourced
piped combos into the weeds. The 3.8kg 6S
a suitable canopy from www.aeroscale.com.au Supra Star on Rombaut RC You Tube channel
Excellent service by the way but with interna- appears to do the same. Yes for us oldies it’s
tional travel restrictions likely to remain for
a start but will a young person bother? Time
quite some time the project was shelved. It is will tell.
Click back to page 2
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Brian Green’s scratch built 1/4 scale Ziroli

SPITFIRE SQUAD

WITH STE[PHEN GREEN

Few would argue this is the iconic design in
aviation design but the most beautiful aircraft
ever built? My vote goes to the aeroplane on
page 48, nevertheless, as a display proposition the Spitfire remains top of the pyramid.
Something I learned at a motorsport event
years ago when I asked the QANTAS girls

if they would pose with my 1/5th scale Spitfire. It took me a matter of seconds to stand
the model on its wing tip and get the girls to
pose. By then the hundred or so petrol heads
having a gawk made me realise the attraction
that a gorgeous planfom invokes.

A plentiful supply of engines and industry capable of restoring and flying full size
variants it seemed fitting to start this regular
feature with a few pics from Paul Hewiston
(NSW). I know Paul from the F1 Air racing
scene where he continues to pass my efforts
with monotonous regularity. My Zenoah
G62 1/5th Zenoah Dave Platt Spit was pretty
quick. Now I now know why Paul’s Spitfire
was so much faster. An extra 23cc. But it
didn’t last. On its hundredth flight his rather
quick Mk V111 went in after a catastrophic
in-flight failure when the APC prop threw a
blade. A known fault with APCs over 22 inch
diameter Paul took it in his stride and above
here is the result. I can’t wait to see Paul’s
unit first hand. On a DVD Alex Henshaw

After

before

Young blokes
like moths to a
flame

Paul Hewiston’s 1/5th 275 kph Mk XIV

Pilot head MIA. Will the rest buff out?
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A few years back I suggested to the new
importer not to bring these in
Ziroli Spitfire
No complaints with the 1/4 scale Mk1 flown
And back in the air
at Sandown. Actually there is one. It’s lovely
that started from the garage are left and small but somewhat awkward to handle in the
describes taking a Mk V off in two hundred
yards at Airshows then pulling straight up to retail direct operators continues to expand.
hangar. Whilst a two blade flying prop is
This particular fibreglass offering was from
inverted. Paul should be up for that.
scale the negative of this version’s short nose
a relatively unknown manufacturers. The list moment is the amount of ballast in the nose.
of faults was long. No trailing edge stock for Some 4kg in fact. The OS GT 60 is a good
In terms of flying qualities it would be hard
hinges etc. I flogged off as a hangar queen. I combination but fitted with a 23x8 one has
to do your dosh but the same could not be
wonder if things have improved. One would to dive before entering a loop. A 22x10 now
said for my second Spitfire. Purchased in
hope the 1/4 scale Mick Reeves fibreglass
2014 from someone starting out as an imbolted up front the model is now fitted with
kit Dad built a decide back has improved. It
porter. The specialist retail hobby scene in
my 16SZ radio and a discreet way to plasnever flew. Dad junked it. Wing root at the
Australia is well down the path reverting
ter some self promotion was found. Now if
fuselage didn’t match the wing. A one inch
back to what it was in the 1960s. A cottage
we could get a week without rain. Even the
industry where individuals subsidised their (25mm) disparity. Fuselage had to be cut in
Northern Flying Group strip is too boggy.
half and lengthened.
Click back to page 2
hobby by being an importer. Few big names
More Spitfires next issue.
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Wing failure on slow descent when wing tube vibrated to one side

The gliderslag

with stephen green

Or Flight of the Phoenix?
Until a better name comes up that is the
code name of my first self isolating build
project. Spending the weekend towing scale
gliders has been on the wish list for yonks.
It is one activity that seems to keep eluding me. My latest effort took a back seat a
year ago when the wing on my VQ ARF big
Flybaby let go. Overall I was happy with the
model although the fragile covering had its
drawbacks. As reported I think I knocked
the wing tube end cap off during pre-flight
assembly. The bigger they are the harder
they fall so the 60 cc twin has gone back
to Mario Argus at RCGF Engines Australia
for a once over. Hopefully just the ignition
module to be replaced. Learning from previ-

ous experiences this time it will be a three
pronged approach. Number two Tug is code
named Gliderslag F1. The third is the Multiplex FunCub XL.
Number one. Matching the aft end of the
Flybaby, a surplus to requirements pair of
Seagull Cassutt wings to a scratch built
fuselage. Back at the hangar wood was
unpacked, fridge restocked then two 6.4mm
(1/4”) fuselage balsa sheets were laminated
together to start a mockup fuselage. The
strong nose down pitch with rudder was one
attribute of the low wing Flybaby that made
side slipping not as enjoyable as I’d like. On
that score my Seagull Cassutt is fantastic for
my favouite, the vertical side slip.

Couldn’t
throw out a
serviceable
empannage

Zero dihedral on high and mid wing configurations looks like anhedral. Looks okay
but on low winger it just looks like the last
previous landing was too heavy. Either way
it just looks like you made a mistake building the wing. Rounding out from a vertical
side slip has to be earlier with low wing too.
Much earlier. The two piece wing meant that
decision can be left until the fuselage has
been framed up. High power to weight ratio
and cambered high lift aerofoil will require
a healthy smidgen of downthrust. Power
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off - power on changes to pitch trim can be
refined by the transmitter. In this case the
Futaba 12K with a pair of 3008 receivers to
operate 14 channels. Which was the original
plan before the whoopsy.

Solarfilm, ply, balsa and fridge stocked. Qld beer? VB went off years ago

Budgeted as a 24 can job, fuselage side glued and weighted
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Plus a piece of old technology for glider tow
ops. Some flying fields have area approvals up to 2000 feet AGL. It gets harder to
avoid getting out of shape as visuals become
harder at altitude the idea was to switch
George on during the climb. Successfully
tested with a glider on tow in the CM Pro
Cub, my first ever J3. Which was a great
model until a glider pilot got out of shape
trying to axial roll on the climb at an airshow
- fly in. The towline took off one tailplane
half. Got in okay. Repaired the model but
the covering was such that removing it for a
full repair it would have been hard to match.
Thus spoiling the model. Okay for sport
flying but no longer confident for glider ops
it was retired to the local hangar queen museum where a number of my ARF air racers
reside. Wrote the Harmon off at an airshow.
Pilot error pure and simple but before that
I shoehorned in a Magnum 120 two banger
and a tow release right at the aft position.
Just as full size does it. Towing up my Multiplex DG 500 we got a bit out of kilter, tug
way above the glider so I hit the switch and

dumped the glider. Which was in a nose high
attitude, Also very very slow. Stabilised the
tug and watched my glider recover from the
stall. Three feet too low. The Decathlon was
excellent. The 160FX will easily pull up a
four to five metre glider although the ability
of the two people flying to remain on station
becomes more important as size - weight
increases.

Ground clearance for up to a 22 inch
diameter propeller

Mock up to nut out the basics

USELESS PRODUCTS DIVISION

Five minute epoxy is great but this auto
mix device kept popping off under pressure. So it was junked. Latex gloves
weren’t much help either. Do they have
a use by date?

A big part of the attraction is multiple descents and landings. Decathlon and Maxi
lift could scream down half throttle in a
vertical. Cut power count to three then bang
the rudder over to slow up. Throwing out
the flap even better with the Maxilift. As
expected side slipping with ninety degree
flap not advisable. Gets tricky during rolling
out the flare. One little problem arose with
the Maxilift. The blind nut in one wing root
fell out during assembly. Rather annoying
but then again that’s happened on numerous ARF firewalls. Which is why I always
use epoxy for that job. Secured by the lower
wing strut anchor point and Gaffa tape was
enough to complete the days flying. The repair looked to be pretty fiddly but that wasn’t
the main reason I lost interest in the model
and flogged it off. Problem was the engine.
Nothing to do with the brand or mechanical condition, rather the same phenomena I
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found in my early motorcycling days. Ripping away from the lights on my Yamahas or
taking the lead on a ride it didn’t take long
for my mates to overtake. They didn’t appreciate the smell. I really enjoyed stinking up
their ride whenever I could. .
The Cub was petrol powered. Decathlon and
Maxi both glo. Scale gliders on the other
hand are not affected by the smell but coating a beautiful model with a thin layer of
burnt oil from a very efficient messy glo engine is often not appreciated. Not a problem
if the glider flyer can remain in the high tow
position. Not everyone can. We all make
mistakes (the Harmon and the Cub), the
thing is to know when to get off the tow
line. With all this in mind I conjured up a
design incorporates a few little features
to avoid costing me a model if we get
out of shape.
Tow release positioned near the CofG and
no aerodynamic balances or flying wires
on the tailplane and fin to snag the line.
The release is a cam operated device. The
cam takes the load thus not relying on the
sheer grunt of a servo. Just like the excellent product manufactured by Rocket
City many moons ago. I’m betting many
of you won’t have heard of that company.
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9mm balsa sheet with 1mm ply doubler
with 10mm triangle stock in the corners

Deep enough to fit the components

Bulkhead removed

Best way to join the two?

Yamaha RD350

Yamaha RZ350
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Handy hooks for the flex drive grinder
Went for a mid wing position. Fuselage ends glued with
aliphatic and left overnight

Zapped all
the joints
Tow release suitable for standard S148
3.5kg/cm torque servo

No wires or counterbalances to snag

Anyway the pushrod has a Dubro EZ connector at each end to act as a weak link. Nothing
against the product, those things are good. A
weak spot was built into the glue joint as well
Test piece for sharpened wing tube end so if worse comes to worst the entire release

will just pull out. Of course any activity that
involves cables under tension can be risky.
Which may be a problem for the pilot occupying the rear seat during glider tow ops.
Three options were considered.
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Not to be
confused
with Y2K
Bug, I got
the Y12K
bug and
started programming

14 functions in a four channel model
1. Design the aeroplane so the Instructor is
in the front, just like a Harvard.
Front panel recycled from a DG 500. Rear 2. Rear seat vacant for glider tow ops.
3. Treat the passenger like an extra on a film
panel is the basic Link Trainer layout
set and do nothing.
Re-imbursement for tows may not be
deemed commercial reward, but a paying
passenger is. Which subjects the operator to
OH&S regulations. The third option had to
A few cans of liquid inspiration and I
be discarded unless an acceptable method
started adding more and more features
to avoid the rear passenger losing his or her
head can be found. Chuffed with my solution which is best revealed on my RCM
News You Tube channel.

How to do a five dollar landing light
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Decided on a few more fun features too. Not
to be confused with the Y2K Bug, wasn’t that
a fizzer, I caught the Y12K bug and started
the radio programming. Recycled lots of old
Kavan 6” (150mm) pneumatic wheels with stuff too. Frankenplane was one suggestion
Kavan electric wheel brakes. Setup is for for the name. Been in a bit of a bind about it
differential braking. Why make it easy? but I don’t do that now.
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It’s okay he’s only an Extra

Twin R3008 setup

Linking twin T-FHSS receivers is easy in fact it’s just as easy as two
FAASTest jobs. Just take a few nanoseconds longer. The receivers
can be linked one at a time or together so the first decision is whether to run them off two battery packs or one. To see if they could both
be powered through one battery pack I used a male to male lead
from my GYA 460 gyro. Fourteen servos powered that way would
probably be okay for a boat such as a destroyer but not so sure in
a plane. At best I would only consider doing that using basic 3001
servos and the higher amp switch.
This setup uses the first eight channels for primary flight functions
with its own ESW1-J switch harness and HT5F-1800 NiMh battery
pack. The next six channels on the second RX are powered by another Futaba 1800 NiMH pack with the basic SSWJ switch harness.

Back yard business are not always what they seem. Could I big
note myself and pretend this is just part of my overall operation?
The roller doors in Futaba colours is a good start.

A chuck key?
Gotta get a new
drill bit I cannot
see the point of
spending a hundred bucks. I don’t
need 18 volts to
drill balsa and
plywood
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Twin T-FHSS for 12K,10J,16SZ+18sz LH RX set to Mode A
- RH to Mode 4
Logic behind that? Some of that gear is quite old and the second
receiver was in the FlyBaby crash. Should something go wrong
it won’t cost me the model. The switch harness in the photograph
above has been grounded. It was also in that crash. The model has
been fitted out with all the functions conjured up during my creaUSEFUL PRODUCTS DIVISION

Jig saw, bench grinder, belt- disk sander and dust extractor
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IKEA downlight uses three AAAs, handy magnetic base

10J link screen

12 K link screen

16-18SZ link screen

climb so the model may have too much
downthrust. Bad traits can be fixed with
a mix. Which gives me another article to
write up. Cassutt gets a quick fix aft. FunCub XL is good to go.
it works for a living

This model has to earn its keep where it
Default for additional functions is Aux1. counts. At the flying field. A flying test bed is
Allocate the functions before assigning one of its roles. Another will be advancing the
the switches otherwise they will all oper- discussion on how to convince a beginner, who
got into the hobby with a small electric model,
ate Aux 1
into the advantages of something bigger. Even
tive session and listed in the table on the
if they don’t build it. At club level a big ARF
right. Which was nutted out. In theory.
represents a bigger commitment. The setup
could work with two different transmitters alThe RCGF 60cc came back all good to
though on the 10J some auxillarys remain idle.
go but the engine was mothballed for F1.
There’ a lot of nutting out to be done before I
Engine is a RCGF 40cc twin. When it is
publish that setup. Need to test that in the air
revealed how much junk has been added
before saying it’s a good idea.
those smaller pistons might make some
of the auxillary functions last longer. The
STOP PRESS
firewall was eyeballed for 60cc in the
The model has flown. Bit of a dog but fun.

CH
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

FUNCTION
SWITCH
Aileron		
J1
LH Elevator		
J2
Throttle		
J3
Rudder		
J4
RH Elevator
N/A
Tow Release
SH
Ignition		
SG
Not used (telemetry)
Glider Ops OH&S
SF
Taxi - Side Slip Mix VR
Autopilot Gain
VL
LH Wheel Brake
LS
RH Wheel Brake LS
UBER EATS
SB
Landing Light
SH
Throttle Cut		
SH

Tug conversion next

Click back to page 2
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asymmetric power

with stephen green

The DH 88 was my fourth twin. I have
flown quite a few others and have seen
plenty go in, so in the interest in longevity
I would like to offer a few tips about handling asymmetric thrust. The Comet was
reviewed for the Australian agent. Funnily
enough the electric version crashed on take
off after a few flights. Motor jumped out.
My piston powered version was retired
quite a few years later when maintaining the
film covering became too much of a chore.
The radio was setup to kill either engine to
practise.
Which is quite easy if you have sufficient
airspeed. At normal flying speed a twin
flies like any other aeroplane except it will
slowly begin to turn. Easily managed by a
little bit of rudder. An engine failure when
low and slow can get ugly very quickly if
De Havilland DH 88 Comet the most beautiful plane ever. OS 30 fourstokes 5kg
you do the wrong thing. The wrong thing to
two metre (11lb-80 inch)
do is to pull the nose up. The aeroplane will allows faster acceleration. VMCA is the apthen of course slow down.
propriate full size term.
Banging the rudder hard over against the
dead engine is the correct response. When
near the ground always keep a little bit of
speed up your sleeve and even though I am
confident with any of my engines, I give
steep climb angles a miss. A shallow angle
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Same for landing, give slow nose high approaches a miss. Keeping the speed up offers a safety margin should an engine quit,
although configured for landing this is much
easier than you might think. To cut the other Flying back in after turning into the dead
engine
side might seem like a good idea but on
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In December 2016 I purchased a Dynam
Cruiser (aka Cessna 310) to update a previously published article about flying twins
on one engine-motor. Despite initial reservations about the retractable undercart
the model was great in the air but no cooling air ducts it cooked battery packs. The
hingeing needed repairing after twenty
flights. One spinner remained quite out of
round and after fifty flights a motor started
squealing so the model was sidelined. The
undercart worked very well.

On final

Starboard motor cut
descent with not much power is very easy
to manage. Full rudder trim is about how
much is needed. When tuning the engines
don’t waste much time getting them in sync.
It’s important in full size but a non issue in
models. I spend my time on idle and throttle
response and tune each engine individually,
until you get used to the noise of both running, the sound can be deceptive. Set a click
or two slightly on the rich side because if an
engine quits the remaining one is going to
have to deal with less cooling air.

Multiplex is my go to for high performance
foam and I was about to order a Twin Star
then I spotted the very cute E Flite Twin
Otter. Flap and fixed undercarriage and a
set of floats tipped me over.
An hour after opening the carton she was
ready to fire up. Went together well but a
couple of niggles. The green prop adapter
was faulty and the port ESC (left) would
not arm. Adapter replaced with a Hyperion, signal wire pin in the ESC connector
was not installed correctly. Ditto for the
right hand but in fairness to the manufacturer that might be part of the wiring to run
both motors in parallel from a single power
source. I only discovered that after rewiring to operate each ESC independently
from its own battery pack. Good to go I set
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16-18SZ selection

12 K wing type selection
Good to go I set about programming

Failsafe Settings

Master to Slave throttle mix
about programming the 10J. This is where
programming, channel and switch selection
capability starts to come into play.
The 10J, 12K and 16SZ do not offer a one
aileron one flap type selection. The Otter is a
four servo four flap wing run through a pair
of Y leads thus using only two channels. The
easiest thing to do is select two ail one flap
which brings up the flap elevator mix menus
and not use the second aileron on channel
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Throttle mix on
6. (channel seven on FAAST) I only wanted
one extra channel to try a gyro but just in
case your model has retracts I chose to use
a PMX-1 for take off flap and the Air Brake
function with elevator trim for landing.
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Landing flap - elev trim mix
For discrete throttles a three position switch
could be used, centre for both then either
side for port and starboard respectively. For
now the two position switch “B” activates the
mix. Forward is both motors, back cuts the

starboard side. After setting the initial mix
there was a bit more nutting out to do to
get the starboard motor (slave) to start at
the same throttle position as the master. A
combination of ATV and sub trim sorted
that. Which may well be something lacking in my understanding of the radio but
deadline looming I just wanted to fly the
model.
If your TX has sliders don’t be tempted to
use those. It might be easier using a tray
or neckstrap juggling rudder and fumbling
around to get the power back on low to
the ground, however I have found it much
safer to use a switch. Same applies for
flap.
The Otter flies great. Heaps of power it
departs quickly, even if the grass is long.
So quick take off flap isn’t worth the bother. Blowing a motor right on lift off it has
way too much grunt for rudder to overcome the swing. Even if you know it’s
coming. Bang in full rudder and throttle
back to half at the same time to gather it
up, holding full rudder. It will climb quite
modestly at three quarter throttle. Whether
climbing is better than crashing is a decision that has to be made almost instantly
but reducing power to regain control then
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A little ripper
does work. A rate gyro set at 70% gain to
counter the initial swing made no discernible difference. Neither did 100%. Flying
a regular approach on one motor isn’t really worth talking about except if it starts
falling short, apply a bit of rudder with
each careful increment of power. Flaps
clean is the go. It’s a very cute model.
Next thing is to try it on floats.
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Flap travel increased to 125
Click back to page 2

world of foam

with stephen green

Ever ripped open the carton of your latest
purchase and read the instruction manual
first? Instructors with a few students in the
log book, have you ever dealt with a non
mechanically minded non sporty cluster
thumbed academic? Of course you have. Anyone reading this, have you ever received one
of those innocuous letters from your bank
or internet service provider where it reads
like the change to your account or service
will be bigger and better? There I go again.
Of course you have. Who hasn’t received a
letter like that. What was I thinking? I have
three mobile devices. A smartphone, iPad and
a Galaxy tablet each with it’s own sim card.
One of the benefits from that setup is when
“unsure of my phone’s position” I can dial
the number and wait for it to ring. The last
letter from Telstra (my ISP) informed me
“in the interest of security that feature is no
longer available”. Service reduced. Bill remains the same.
I’m a newbie at playing keyboard so I read
the instructions before opening the carton
with my new Roland 88. But that was unusual. With RC gear I tend to jump right in.
Which leads me to the FMS Super EZ. In
terms of bang for your buck, faultless flight

Faultless flying characteristics for beginner or expert
performance, serviceable design and living up to what is says on the carton, this is
the best RC aeroplane product I have ever
reviewed. So it was with bated breath I unpacked Version 4 thinking “Oh please don’t
spoil this fabulous model by cheapening it to
keep the cost down”

the one piece stab made no difference. Ditto
for the spinner. Not as good as that nifty one
piece unit on which I have successfully given
an academic a pre- flight briefing which
included him/her checking to see if the prop
was tight. The new one flies off way too easily.

V4 sports new livery. White wing bolts instead of yellow, lovely blue anodised undercarriage now plain. No big deal there.
The fantastic spinner in V2 and two piece
tailplane went by the wayside for V3. Okay

One thing that did concern me was the new
“Reflex Stabiliser” Why would anyone reflex
the trailing edge on a symmetrical stab aerofoil section anyway? It’s not a flying wing.
I went over that stab with a fine tooth comb
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Vibration alarms using SBS-02 GPS sensor

Take off trim not really needed
and for the life of me could not spot the difference. Casting an eye over the “new fuselage” design I spotted little difference. Apart
from an electronic device in the radio bay.
Huh? That receiver has no visible antenna
and it was orange. Not see through so that
was a sigh of relief. Nevertheless I did not
order the RTF. Turning over the foam carton
and not finding a transmitter confirmed my
PNP order was supplied correctly. Good.
The reflex stabiliser is in fact a six axis gyro
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Landing trim

Early morning start zero degrees

or as we like to say in Australia, “three axis”
Pitch roll and yaw. Just as Loius Bleriot used
to cross the English Channel all those years
ago. On the Horizon Hobby USA website
there is no mention of the Reflex Stabiliser it
its V4 offering. Pardon the pun but their pitch
for the RTF states “no need for electronic stabilization or advanced transmitters, the Super
EZ allows for very easy smooth flights”.
Conflict of interest to the E Flite Apprentice?
I’ve been a big fan of the Apprentice and the

Apprentice S. The three position flight mode
switch, clarity of the instruction book and
airframe combination is the best executed beginner program I have ever flown. Excellent
for teaching old Fokkers to take off and land
into wind at a club field. It’s a brilliant old
fashioned two channel design disguised with
a high power to weight ratio and electronic
stabilisation. Disconnecting the ailerons and
flying it on rudder and throttle after blowing
off the elevator confirmed that. Thing is a
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young person who has spent endless hours pissing off the parents in the pursuit of becoming
a pro gamer will get bored with the Apprentice
quick smart. I’ve been wondering when someone else would adapt the RTF concept with
stabilisation and this Super EZ variant offers
so much more than the Apprentice. Using basic
transmitters the default gyro settings on the V4
work very well indeed.

Increase in maintenance but still flying ten years on

Throttle rudder mix
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Throttle aileron mix
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My V3 has the Futaba GYA 460 gyro and telemetry. An observation not a criticism of this very
efficient design it requires a bit of up elevator
trim to slow it up on final. Still working through
take off and landing elevator trim settings mixed
to the flap switch, power off 115 metres high
and 500 metres out (375 feet up - 545 yards out)
in landing mode it glides at 30 kph (18mph),
over- flying the take off point still 80 metres
high. Take off trim gives 35 kph (21mph) and
arrives overhead some 30 metres lower. Stall is
25 kph(15mph). For beginners, set the aileron
linkage in one hole closer to the servo centre for
a smooth response. And oil the axles.
Wings no longer straight but yet to leave the
building my Parkzone SE5a hasn’t had as many
hits as Elvis. Two Free Mixes on the 10J now
keep it straight between throttle settings. Foam
continues to offer a great real time platform for
radio programming to improve flying skills.
Click back to page 2

trailing edge
Warning this article might be construed as
taking the piss.

club’s future. So do a number of members.
Committee has subjected my membership
renewal to a secret ballot is pretty rich. That
The RC hobby business and magazine busi- section of the constitution is for new memness continues to change and whenever
bers. Why have I been singled out? Whatevthere is change there is opportunity. My mo- er the problem both organisations have with
torhome sales career Covided into oblivion me started at Burley Field and the Dutton
it’s back to the future. 1990’s was a very
Airshow in 1999. Less back slapping and a
happy time in my working life. Flying RC
reality check needed. At least my air racing
airshows at motorsport events, RC flying
club difficulties have been sorted.
school, where one met lots of lovely people,
and aerial photography. Bank and yank style There is merit for clubs to offer fly before
shooting film in sixty degree turns from a
you buy. My fleet of FMS Super EZs for
Cessna. One thing that hasn’t changed is my commercial RC instruction is now operainability to not call out hypocrisy.
tional. Tested the buddy box setup with

a beginner. After two flights he made the
Comments last issue were in no way direct- decision to purchase. Fantastic although
ed at rank and file VMAA committee mem- upgrading someone from a foamy to somebers rather the Executive. It took the Sand- thing bigger presents a bigger challenge
Promoted to the public, F1 pilots not invited
own event on and what it offered up was
Radio Control Model News is published by: Stephen Green
just not good enough. Chap who pays all the
bills at Sandown told me the 2020 airshow
www.rcmnews.com
was a disgrace. In 2019 the VMAA PresiRecommended and maximum cover price $15.00. All material and advertisements published in RCM News (Radio Control Model
News) is copyright reserved and cannot be reproduced in any media without the written permission of the publisher.
dent snubbed my invitation to come Airside
The information and comments contained in this magazine are given in good faith as honest opinion and the comment by the
at Sandown Back in the 1970s my Father
publishing editor does not refer to any specific individual or organization. It is not intended to give offence and should not be
relied upon by any person without first seeking further information from a professional source. Any comment deemed offensive
was asked to be a patron of the P&DARCS
should be brought immediately to the attention of the publisher at RCM News so that the offending material may be satisfactorily
explained or appropriately amended.
club to help get it off the ground. We both
Advertising: It is the responsibility for all advertisers to ensure their advertisements comply with the Trade Practices Act and the
terms and conditions of the publisher. The publishers can not be held liable for any errors or omissions in advertisements. Submission of any advertising material for publication in this magazine does not guarantee publication of that material. The Publisher
helped sell the concept at Fliteline Models.
reserves the right to say, determine, accept, and/or require modifications to any submission advertising material prior to any
publication being allowed.
Both Dad and I have concerns about the
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Dealing with Vic’s peak body and concerns about my flying
field share value, it’s enough to drive me to drink

CUB CORNER

for clubs. Following the general
move to larger models I will be
offering 20, 40 and 60cc model
flight experiences. Which is
one role for my new 40cc scale
model. It has a Flybaby tail, SE5a
nose, Cassutt wings. And my first
attempt at scale detail. The instrument panel was taken from a
Link Trainer. Model is also back
up for a 20cc Space Walker to
be used for basic flight training
ops. Advanced ops starting with
a couple of higher performance
jobs are on the way too. Yet to
come up with anything I cannot do
with the 16 SZ TX but this model
is a start. Hoping my new Link

Trainer doesn’t get tagged the
Drink Trainer.
Flying Futaba
Focusing on the world leading
RC brand in this new magazine
provides me an opportunity to sell
brand specific information to a
wider world wide audience. Flying
Futaba isn’t a requirement to read
it. Settings, mixes etc can be applied to other brands. Information
for people contemplating purchasing
a product, countering myths perpetuated by influencers, explaining instruction manual ambiguities and providing an accurate resource all represent part of the Mission Statement.

Flying Futaba
Print and Digital magazine

for Futaba owners and friends

Competition tips for the sport flyer

Balsa Builds

How does the Big SkyLeaf fly? -

50% Christen Eagle kit
50% C152 Instrument Panel
33% Dragon Rapide
25% Severin Bleriot
Queensland Bomber Command
Twin R3008 T-FHSS RX
Ziroli Spitfire flap setup

Flying the Classic Pattern - Schluter Hughes 300C - Link Trainer

16SZ Flap Mix

Spotted on RC Scale Aircraft Australia Face Book page
a Lovely Scrub Cub by NSW aeromodeller Mike Hage.
Worth a look, its interesting payload gave me an idea

Twin R3008 RX

10J Asymmetric Mix

Contains no advertising

Radio Control Model News publication #158
Australia Post Print Publication PP00009283

20, 40 and 60cc flight training

On Sale August

This time I registered the domain name first.
A good working relationship with Authorised Australian Agent, Brian Simpson, my
pilot network includes top modellers around the
country. If I do not know, an answer isn’t far
away. The obscure takes a little longer.

copyright

The building jig under these two models
is one of the number used to manufacture
Northerner kits by Kraft Systems Australia
in 1972. The Dragon Fli was Phil Kraft’s
design but it was the Aussie Northerner
flown by Kraft won the 1972 F3a Geelong
Nationals. That kit was way ahead of its
time. Two versions were offered. Fuselage
framed up, foam wing and tail skinned. The
deluxe model sported leading and trailing
edges, wing tips and fuselage all sanded to
shape. One of the commercial reasons for
this was to prevent modellers simply copying the plan.
Due to being copied and produced in large
numbers the Multiplex Merlin is another
great model but it also did not the commercial success it should. Guess where and by
whom? It took a couple of years to track
down the company CEO and slap a writ on
the offending business. A bit of a victory.
Multiplex won in court, the remaining prod-

Multiplex Merlin and KSA Northerner have something in common
uct ordered to be destroyed, but the damage on the basis that a sufficient number will
was already done.
do the right thing and pay the cover price.
This is my living. Next I have to convince a
Right now times are tough. If you have a
few clubs to allow me to operate my flying
mate who is no longer employed, where $5 school. Back in the 80s it was easier to have
can mean a lot, I get it. Five bucks is a lot
my own field. There’ a few stories about that
for me too. They all add up. For commercial and dealing with the retail hobby trade in
reasons I have made this digital publicaMelbourne. Has the hobby grown up yet?
tion as a print friendly PDF. I am working
Click back to page 2
Thanks Stephen Green.
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